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Problem
See issue #71.
Attached is an update to the Finnish intervention classification for NordDRG.

It is based on the list delivered by HUS containing the ATC based codes that are used as Intervention codes within HUS.
These codes are mapped to the NCSP+ using a new model where these codes for temporary use have an NCSP+ code starting with
'_'. The Norwegian intervention codes already include similar codes also for temporary use. Some of the codes are actually common.

The list from HUS is attached with comments. The codes that are existing Finnish NCSP-codes are not added, they exist already. 4 of
the codes are not based on ATC but do not exist previously. They are added with the same model.

HUS wants that all these codes would have 99T00 -property which is only used in the Finnish version. Thus the property may be given
to intervention codes in any national version without any effect on the DRG assignment.

The new codes are included both in the Finnish NCSP and in the common NCSP+ table. Both are included in the attached file
ncsp_upd_2013-11-03.zip.

There are 4 of the existing codes do not have any properties (listed in the attached Excel-sheet). They should also be given the
property 99T00 (by selecting and defining them separately).

History
#1 - 2013-12-17 14:08 - Anonymous
- Case type changed from Major to Minor
#2 - 2014-01-16 15:51 - Anonymous
- Parent task set to #71
#3 - 2014-02-05 13:32 - Anonymous
- Description updated
- Assignee set to Martti Virtanen
- Priority changed from Normal to Minor
- Start date changed from 2013-12-12 to 2013-11-04
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#4 - 2014-03-11 12:33 - Anonymous
- Description updated
- Case type deleted (Minor)
#5 - 2014-03-20 12:12 - Anonymous
- Description updated
- Parent task changed from #71 to #11
#6 - 2014-03-24 11:54 - Anonymous
- MDC GEN added
#7 - 2014-03-24 19:20 - Martti Virtanen
- Description updated
#8 - 2014-03-25 15:49 - Anonymous
Comment Expert Group 2014-03-24
Mapping is accepted and grouping changes are postponed.

#9 - 2014-03-27 13:22 - Martti Virtanen
2014-03-27 Martti Virtanen
Technical change
New codes for specified drugtherapy are added to NCSP+ with codes starting with ‘_’ (e.g. _1XX16)
The codes are given the same properties as the original codes have had in FIN and NOR (different in FIN and NOR both national properties)
DRG change
No change.

#10 - 2015-02-06 10:32 - Anonymous
- Status changed from Active to Accepted
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Kopia av HUS ATC codes needing properties.xlsx
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